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Encapsulator
RTU pH: 7.5 - 7.8
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Contents: 1 US Gallon (3.79 Litres)
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determine the suitability of this product for the intended
use, and user assumes all risk and liability w
 hatsoever in
connection therewith. The manufacturer and seller make
no representation or warranty, including merchantability
or any other kind, expressed or implied. The foregoing may
not be altered except by written agreement by officers of
the manufacturer.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASER: The manufacturer and seller warrant that the chemical c ontained herein
conforms to its standard specifications. Seller’s and manufacturer’s liability for any and all losses or damages resulting from any cause whatsoever shall in no event exceed
the purchase price of this product, with respect to which
losses or damages are claimed. Before using, user shall
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ENCAPSULATOR is the latest in
encapsulating polymer technology. It
contains a proprietary non-hygroscopic
polymer that allows for faster dry times
than other encapsulation products.
Encapsulator dries in less than an hour
and prevents wicking, yellowing and
recurring stains. The unique polymer
works as a soil preventer and keeps
carpet looking cleaner longer.
Encapsulator has been formulated
in accordance with the latest
environmental guidelines for green
cleaning chemistry. It has a “green
approved” fragrance and is super
concentrated to limit waste and
increase coverage.
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DIRECTIONS
WATER KEY
= B Water

= Tap Water

Dilute 1 to 32 (4 oz. per gallon). Dilute 1
to 16 for extra-heavy soil.
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CONTAINS
Water (CAS # 7732-18-5), Proprietary
Anionic Polymer Blend, Proprietary
Melon Apple Fragrance (see www.
ifraorg.org), 1,2 Benzisothiazol-3(2H)one (CAS # 2634-33-5).

Application for brush and vacuum
encapsulation
Spray solution consistently over section
of carpet and agitate with zr lifter™.
Allow to dry, then vacuum. Effective on
all soil conditions.
Application as prespray for hot
water extraction
Dilute 1 to 8 (16 oz per gallon). Spray
solution consistently over section of
carpet and extract as normal.
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WARNING
Keep out of reach of children.
HAZARD STATEMENTS:
Causes skin irritation. Causes serious eye
irritation.
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS:
Wash face, hands and any exposed skin
thoroughly after handling. Wear protective
gloves/protective clothing/eye protection/
face protection. IF IN EYES: Rinse cautiously
with water for several minutes. Remove
contact lenses, if present and easy to do.
Continue rinsing. If eye irritation persists:
Get medical advice/ attention. IF ON SKIN:
Wash with plenty of soap and water. If
skin irritation occurs: Get medical advice/
attention. Take off contaminated clothing
and wash before reuse.
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